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A

lthough radiation damage is an inherent problem in x-ray
crystallography, it has not, so far, been widely investigated.
It usually is presumed to be nonspecific and to be manifested as
a gradual decay in the overall quality of data obtained for a given
crystal as data collection proceeds (1–3). The macromolecular
crystallographic community has responded to the reality of
radiation damage by implementing cryo-techniques (4, 5). However, even during data collection at cryogenic temperatures,
using moderate-intensity synchrotron radiation facilities, substantial damage, in terms of loss of resolution, was repetitively
observed for large structures like the ribosome (6), as well as for
globular proteins (7). At third-generation sources, it is not
uncommon for insertion device beamlines to attenuate or defocus the beam (8) simply to lower the available flux density,
which is too high even for globular proteins and nucleic acids. To
make optimal use of bright synchrotron sources, it is imperative
that we come to understand the mechanism of radiation damage
and its detailed consequences.
In the following, we present a study on two proteins that
provides a description of the molecular consequences of radiation damage at cryogenic temperatures. The initial study, performed in preparation for time-resolved measurements on Torpedo californica acetylcholinesterase (TcAChE) (9), showed, in
addition to the loss of diffractive power of the crystal and a
general increase in atomic B factors, highly specific effects of
x-ray irradiation. These included, in particular, breakage of
disulfide bonds and loss of definition of the carboxyl groups of
acidic residues. Very similar specific radiation damage was
observed in studies of a second enzyme, hen egg white lysozyme
(HEWL), suggesting the generality of the observed phenomenon. Our studies have direct practical implications for macromolecular crystallographers using bright synchrotron sources,
both with regard to data collection and interpretation of the

structures obtained. Furthermore, they have served as a starting
point for more detailed studies of the mechanism of radiation
damage using insertion device x-ray sources at a third-generation
synchrotron (R.B.G.R. and S.M., unpublished work). Finally,
they show that radiochemistry of macromolecules exposed to
synchrotron radiation can be monitored at a detailed structural
level and thus may supplement and augment data obtained by
use of existing techniques used in radiation research, such as
electron spin resonance and electron-nuclear double-resonance
spectroscopy (10, 11).
Methods
Materials. TcAChE is a glycoprotein of subunit molecular weight

65,000. It contains three intramolecular disulfide bonds and an
intermolecular disulfide at the C terminus, which participates in
dimer formation. TcAChE was purified, subsequent to solubilization with phosphatidylinositol-specific phospholipase C, by
affinity chromatography, as described (12). Trigonal crystals of
space group P3121 were grown from 34% polyethyleneglycol
200兾0.3 M morpholino-ethanesulfonic acid, pH 5.8, at 4°C (13).
HEWL is a monomeric protein of molecular weight 15,000,
containing four intrachain disulfide bonds. It was obtained from
Appligene (Illkirch, France). Tetragonal crystals, of space group
P43212, were grown from 2–6% NaCl兾0.2 M Na acetate, pH
4.7 (14).

Data Collection and Processing. TcAChE. Crystals were transferred
into mineral oil and flash-cooled by using an Oxford Cryosystems cooling apparatus (Oxford Cryosystems, Oxford, U.K.)
operating at 100 K. On a single crystal, a series of nine complete
data sets (A–I) were collected on the undulator beamline,
ID14-EH4, at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in
Grenoble. The unattenuated beam was used at a wavelength of
0.931 Å. For each data set, 70 frames were collected, with an
oscillation range of 0.5° and an exposure time of 3 sec per frame,
at a starting angle determined by use of the STRATEGY program
(15). The entire duration of collection of each data set was 19
min. Data were processed by using DENZO and SCALEPACK (16)
(see Table 1). The resolution limit, as determined by ⬍I⬎兾⬍I⬎
and Rmerge in the highest resolution shell, was 2.0–2.1 Å for the
first three data sets (A–C) and gradually decreased to 3.0 Å for
the last data set (I).

Abbreviations: AChE, acetylcholinesterase; TcAChE, Torpedo californica AChE; HEWL, hen
egg white lysozyme.
Data deposition: The nine structures of AChE and the structure of HEWL, collected at 100
K, have been deposited at the Protein Data Bank, www.rcsb.org (PDB ID codes 1QID, 1QIE,
1QIF, 1QIG, 1QIH, 1QII, 1QIJ, 1QIK, and 1QIM and 1QIO, respectively.
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Radiation damage is an inherent problem in x-ray crystallography.
It usually is presumed to be nonspecific and manifested as a
gradual decay in the overall quality of data obtained for a given
crystal as data collection proceeds. Based on third-generation
synchrotron x-ray data, collected at cryogenic temperatures, we
show for the enzymes Torpedo californica acetylcholinesterase and
hen egg white lysozyme that synchrotron radiation also can cause
highly specific damage. Disulfide bridges break, and carboxyl
groups of acidic residues lose their definition. Highly exposed
carboxyls, and those in the active site of both enzymes, appear
particularly susceptible. The catalytic triad residue, His-440, in
acetylcholinesterase, also appears to be much more sensitive to
radiation damage than other histidine residues. Our findings have
direct practical implications for routine x-ray data collection at
high-energy synchrotron sources. Furthermore, they provide a
direct approach for studying the radiation chemistry of proteins
and nucleic acids at a detailed, structural level and also may yield
information concerning putative ‘‘weak links’’ in a given biological
macromolecule, which may be of structural and functional significance.

Table 1. Diffraction data statistics AChE
Data set
Resolution, Å
No unique
reflections
Redundancy
具I典兾具(I)典*
Completeness (%)*
Rmerge, %†

A

B

C

D

E

F

40–2.05
62,401

40–2.1
56,543

40–2.1
58,334

40–2.3
44,671

40–2.5
34,910

2.1
16.4 (2.8)
99.0 (99.3)
4.7

1.8
13.1 (1.9)
96.1 (96.9)
5.1

1.8
13.8 (1.6)
99.0 (99.2)
5.2

2.1
14.2 (1.9)
99.1 (99.4)
5.4

2.1
13.4 (1.8)
99.0 (99.4)
5.8

G

H

I

40–2.65
29,417

40–2.8
25,004

40–2.9
21,801

40–3.0
20,415

2.1
12.2 (1.7)
99.0 (99.1)
6.5

2.1
10.7 (1.7)
98.9 (99.2)
7.1

1.8
8.8 (1.8)
95.5 (98.6)
9.4

2.1
9.0 (1.9)
98.8 (99.2)
8.6

*Numbers in parentheses indicate statistics for highest resolution shells.
†R
merge ⫽ 兺兩I-具I典兩兾兺I.

HEWL. As part of a longer time series, three data sets were
collected on the same undulator beamline, at the same wavelength as for TcAChE, but with an attenuated (ca. 15-fold) beam.
The exposure time was 1 sec, and the oscillation range was 0.5°
per frame. Total time to collect one data set was 14 min. The
attenuated beam had to be used to prevent serious overloads of
the low-resolution reflections. Between the second and the third
data sets (B and C), the crystal was exposed for 132 sec to the
unattenuated beam. The crystal diffracted to better than 1.2 Å
for all three data sets, and data processing was carried out as
described for TcAChE (see above) (see Table 2).

Structure Refinement and Analysis. For both proteins, all data, up
to the high-resolution limit, were used for refinement. For
TcAChE, electron density maps were obtained for each data set
by routine refinement, using the program CNS (17), starting from
the model of native TcAChE, namely Protein Data Bank (PDB)
ID code 2ACE (13), with minor adjustments obtained from the
higher-resolution structure, PDB ID code 1VXR (18) (see Table
3). All six cysteine residues participating in intrachain disulfide
linkages were refined as alanines, to avoid any potential bias in
the electron density maps (the interchain disulfide was not
observed; ref. 19). The programs MOLSCRIPT (20), BOBSCRIPT
(20, 21), and RASTER3D (22) were used to produce illustrations
showing the time course of occurrence of specific structural
damage, using electron densities calculated by the program CNS
(17), and displayed with O (23). For HEWL, structures were
refined by using SHELXL (24) based on the model of HEWL,
namely PDB ID code 194L (M. C. Vaney, S. Maignan, M.
Ries-Kautt, and A. Ducruix, personal communication) (see
Table 4).

Dose Calculations. A typical flux at the sample position of the

utilized beamline is 5 ⫻ 1012 photons兾sec through a collimator
0.15 mm in diameter. As determined by the crystal size and a
calculated absorption coefficient, 1.2% and 2.1% of the photons
were absorbed by the crystals of TcAChE and HEWL, respectively, resulting in deposited energies of the order of magnitude
of 107 G␥ per data set for TcAChE and 105 G␥ per data set for
HEWL. Between the second and third data sets collected on the
HEWL crystal, it was exposed to a total absorbed dose of the
order of 107 G␥.

Results
Comparison of the series sequence of refined structures for
TcAChE reveals specific and time-dependent changes in electron density in the region corresponding to the disulfide bridge
between Cys-254 and Cys-265 (Fig. 1a). To be certain that there
was no model bias in these maps, all six cysteine residues taking
part in intrachain disulfide linkages were refined as alanines.
This permitted unequivocal visualization of the S␥ atoms in
difference Fourier maps (Fig. 1b). The other two disulfide bonds,
Cys-402–Cys-521 (Fig. 2) and Cys-67–Cys-94 (data not shown),
appear substantially more stable over the same period of time.
Similar cleavage of S-S bonds has been noted in a number of
other x-ray crystallographic measurements on TcAChE using
ID14-EH4, in which the cryogenic temperature was varied, and
both shorter and longer exposure times were used (data not
shown).
Detailed inspection of the nine temporal steps for the Cys254–Cys-265 bond reveals that already in the first data set (Fig.
1bA) some reduction of density is observed for Cys-265S␥
relative to that of Cys-254S␥, with disappearance of any linking

Table 2. Diffraction data statistics HEWL
Data set
Resolution, Å
No. unique reflections
Redundancy
具I典兾具(I)典*
Completeness (%)†
Rmerge, %§

A

B

C

25–1.2
34,095
3.93
23.7 (4.3)
95.3
(99.9, 69.2)‡
6.1

25–1.2
34,062
3.92
23.6 (4.2)
95.2
(99.9, 68.9)‡
5.9

25–1.2
34,143
3.94
22.8 (2.6)
95.1
(100, 67.8)‡
6.1

*Numbers in parentheses indicate statistics for resolution shell 1.24 –1.2 Å.
†Data sets are complete up to 1.4 Å, but incomplete between 1.4 and 1.2 Å
because these reflections were measured in the edges of the squared detector.
‡Numbers in parentheses indicate statistics for resolution shells 1.51–1.42 Å
and 1.24 –1.2 Å; respectively.
§R
merge ⫽ 兺兩I-具I典兩兾兺I.

Table 3. Refinement statistics AChE
Data set
R factor, %
Rfree, %
No. protein atoms
No. solvent molecules
Average B factor, Å2
rmsd bond length, Å
rmsd bond angle, °

A
21.6
22.9
4,239
333
30.5
0.007
1.4

B
21.4
23.0
4,239
320
33.9
0.007
1.4

C
21.2
22.7
4,239
314
39.1
0.007
1.4

D
20.3
22.0
4,239
335
41.1
0.008
1.4

E
19.9
21.6
4,239
325
43.9
0.008
1.4

F
19.8
21.9
4,239
297
46.1
0.008
1.4

G
19.4
22.3
4,239
293
46.4
0.009
1.4

H
19.9
22.6
4,239
284
43.0
0.008
1.4

I
19.1
21.6
4,239
260
46.1
0.009
1.4

rmsd, rms deviation.
624 兩 www.pnas.org
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Table 4. Refinement statistics HEWL
Data set
R factor, %
Rfree, %
No. protein atoms
No. solvent molecules
No. heterogen atoms
Average B factor, Å2
rmsd bond length, Å
rmsd angle distance, Å

A
14.1
18.7
1,021
184
3
16.9
0.013
0.031

B
14.5
19.1
1,021
184
3
16.4
0.013
0.030

C
14.6
19.0
1,021
184
3
17.5
0.013
0.029

rmsd, rms deviation.

density already apparent in the second data set. Subsequently,
it appears as if Cys-265S␥ first moves away from Cys-254␥ (Fig.
1 bB and bC), then is detached and finally disappears. Although
Cys-254S␥ does not appear to move, its electron density gradually diminishes, and by the eighth step (Fig. 1bH) it is no longer
visible.
Comparison of the overall structures does not reveal any major
change in backbone conformation occurring concomitantly with
disulfide bond cleavage. B factors do change as a function of
time, but not uniformly throughout the protein. Specifically, the
B factors for Cys, Asp, and Glu side chains increase much more

b
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a

than those for other amino acids (Fig. 3). Examination of
individual amino acids shows that the rate of increase in B factor
for the side chain of Cys-265, for the first three data sets, is the
highest in the whole protein and that for the side chain of Cys-254
is only exceeded by that for the side chain of the exposed
glutamic acid residue, Glu-306. The side chain of the glutamic
acid in the catalytic triad, Glu-327, also shows a marked increase
in B factor of 50% in the second (B) compared with the first (A)
data set. Although the B factors for histidine residues in general
do not increase remarkably (Fig. 3), that for the catalytic triad
residue, His-440, increases by 34%.
For HEWL, exposure to the unattenuated x-ray beam produced chemical damage similar to that observed for TcAChE.
Disulfide bond breakage was the most noteworthy effect. Cys6–Cys-127 is the most susceptible disulfide bond. The Cys-76–
Cys-94 bond is partially cleaved, with an alternative rotamer
position for Cys-94S␥ clearly visible. The Cys-30–Cys-115 (Fig.
4A) and Cys-64–Cys-80 bonds appear to be the least susceptible.
B factors for aspartic acid residues, and for the two glutamates
present in lysozyme, increase more than those for other amino
acids. By using the attenuated beam, it was possible to mitigate
bond breakage substantially. Specifically, comparison of the first
two data sets, collected with the attenuator in place, shows no
apparent difference in the electron density maps for the Cys30–Cys-115 bond (Fig. 4B). However, comparison of the second

Fig. 1. Sequential Fourier maps showing the time course of cleavage of the Cys-254 –Cys-265 disulfide bond in TcAChE. Cysteine residues were refined as alanine
residues to avoid model bias. (a) 3Fo-2Fc maps, contoured at 1.5 . (b) Fo-Fc maps, contoured at 3 .
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a

b

Fig. 2. Sequential Fourier maps showing the time course of structural changes in the Cys-402–Cys-521 disulfide bond in TcAChE. Data collection and refinement
were as in Fig. 1. (a) 3Fo-2Fc maps, contoured at 1.5 . (b) Fo-Fc maps, contoured at 3 .

data set to a third data set collected similarly, but after exposing
the crystal to the unattenuated beam, shows clear peaks in the
sequential Fourier difference map, indicating significant reduction in electron density of both S␥ atoms in the third data set as
compared with the second (Fig. 4C).

Fig. 3. Histogram showing the increase in B factors for the side chains of the
different types of amino acid in TcAChE as a consequence of synchrotron
irradiation. The horizontal line indicates the mean increase in side-chain B
factors. The numbers along the x-axis show the number of occurrences of each
type of amino acid in TcAChE. The individual bars show the average increase
in B factor for each type of amino acid for the second data set (B), as compared
with the first data set (A), namely (B factorB ⫺ B factorA)兾B factorA. Data in this
figure, as well as values for increases in B factors mentioned in the text, are
derived from models in which the six S␥ atoms of cysteine residues participating in intrachain disulfide linkages were included in the refinement.
626 兩 www.pnas.org

Discussion and Conclusions
The design and construction of increasingly brilliant x-ray
sources have brought us to a point at which the number of
photons a crystal can absorb before its crystalline diffraction
disappears is reached rather fast, even at cryogenic temperatures. This finding is in agreement with predictions made by
Gonzalez and Nave (3), which were based on extrapolation of
radiation damage occurring during experiments at a secondgeneration source making use of a polychromatic beam. In the
series of data sets collected on a single crystal of TcAChE at the
undulator beamline, ID14-EH4, of the third-generation synchrotron source at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, the
resolution decreased from 2.0 Å for the first to 3.0 Å for the ninth
consecutive data set. The observed decay is not unexpected,
because our calculations show that the dose of energy absorbed
per data set for TcAChE was of the order of 107 G␥, i.e., similar
to the value of 2 ⫻ 107 G␥ that Henderson (25) calculated to be
required to totally eradicate crystalline diffraction of proteins.
Weik et al.

Fig. 4. Sequential Fourier maps and difference Fourier maps showing
cleavage of the Cys-30 –Cys-115 disulfide bond in HEWL as a function of
x-ray dose at 1.2-Å resolution. (A) Initial 2Fo-Fc map, contoured at 1.5 . (B)
Difference Fourier map, wFA ⫺ wFB, for two successive data sets collected
using an attenuator, contoured at 5  (the w refers to SIGMAA weighting
(39). (c) Difference Fourier map, wFB ⫺ wFC, for two successive data sets,
between which the crystal was exposed to the unattenuated beam,
contoured at 6 .
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Our observation of specific radiation damage, including cleavage of disulfide bridges and loss of definition of carboxyl groups
of acidic residues, was, however, unexpected. Disulfide bond
cleavage by ionizing radiation has been described in a variety of
studies in solution (see ref. 26 and references therein). Helliwell
(27) reported disulfide bond cleavage in crystalline despentapeptide insulin under conditions of synchrotron radiation
at room temperature, and Burley, Petsko, and Ringe (personal
communication) made similar observations for ribonuclease by
using a conventional x-ray source. Under our experimental
(cryogenic) conditions, we reproducibly observe a specific order
of cleavage, with the Cys-254–Cys-265 bond being the most
susceptible in TcAChE and Cys6-Cys127 the most susceptible in
HEWL. Breakage of the homologous disulfide, Cys-292–Cys302, in the x-ray structure of Drosophila melanogaster AChE
(M.H., unpublished results), was observed in a data set collected
on a second-generation synchrotron source (NSLS-X12c at
Brookhaven National Laboratory). Selective cleavage of the
Cys-6–Cys-127 disulfide bond in lysozyme was earlier observed
in a steady-state radiolysis study in solution (28).
From the histogram of increases in B factors for TcAChE
presented in Fig. 3, one can see that the residues most affected
by synchrotron radiation, apart from the cysteines, are the acidic
residues, glutamate and aspartate. One residue that is particularly affected is the AChE surface residue, Glu-306; another is
Glu-327, which is a member of the catalytic triad characteristic
of serine hydrolases. In lysozyme, both acidic residues in the
active site, namely Glu-35 and Asp-52, are affected, together
with the surface residues, Glu-7 and Asp-87. The increases in B
factors could be either a consequence of increased mobility or
decarboxylation, a known effect of ionizing radiation (29).
Acidic residues often are seen in active sites of enzymes, as is the
case for both enzymes in the present study. An important
consequence of our experiments is the realization that any
unusually large B factor, i.e., apparent mobility, seen for such
residues, might not be of functional significance, but simply the
result of specific radiation damage during structure determination.
Among all the 14 histidine residues in TcAChE, the catalytic
triad residue His-440 is the most affected by x-ray irradiation, as
shown by the marked increase in its B factor. This finding could
be related to the observations of Faraggi and coworkers (28),
who showed that pulsed radiolysis affected primarily histidine
residues at active sites. However, the increase in B factor also
may be coupled to the increase in B factor noted above for the
acidic member of the catalytic triad, Glu-327. Our observation
that active-site residues are among the most radiation-sensitive
residues, suggests that, like disulfide bonds, active site conformations constitute ‘‘weak links’’ or ‘‘strained’’ configurations in
protein structures.
An important issue that arises is whether the specific structural changes that we observe are a consequence of ‘‘primary’’
interaction, i.e., between the x-rays and the moieties that suffer
specific damage, or ‘‘secondary’’, i.e., mediated by free radicals
generated by the x-rays either within the protein (‘‘direct’’
damage) or within the solvent (‘‘indirect’’ damage). The extent
to which radiation damage to proteins and nucleic acids is direct
or indirect is indeed the subject of controversy (see, for example,
the review in ref. 30). Primary damage might affect sulfur atoms
preferentially because, at the wavelength used, they have a
significantly higher absorption cross section than carbons, oxygens, or nitrogens. Disulfide bonds were earlier shown, in pulse
radiolysis studies, to be sensitive to radicals (26) and, therefore,
to secondary damage. X-ray irradiation of water molecules in the
solvent area releases highly reactive species, including hydrogen
and hydroxyl radicals, and hydrated electrons (28, 29). These
species should be capable of attacking the protein even under
cryogenic conditions (31). There does, indeed, seem to be a

correlation between solvent accessibility and susceptibility of
disulfides to x-ray damage. Thus Cys-254–Cys-265 in TcAChE,
and Cys-6–Cys-127 in HEWL, are the most susceptible disulfides
in their respective proteins, and both seem to have the largest
solvent accessible surface of the disulfides in that protein.
Irradiation has, however, also been shown to cleave disulfide
bridges in dry proteins (29). Thus possible involvement of direct
radiation damage (30, 32) in generating the specific structural
changes that we observe also must be taken into consideration.
Our findings have significant practical implications with respect to x-ray data collection using bright synchrotron sources.
Fig. 1 aA, aC, bA, and bC clearly shows that specific damage
occurs from the very onset of exposure of the crystal to the x-ray
beam. Yet, the resolution of these first three data sets is virtually
identical, although some decay in the signal-to-noise ratio for the
higher-resolution reflections was observed. These data sets were
all complete. However, the redundancy was low as a result of the
minimization of the data collection time. Thus, during standard
data collection at brilliant undulator beamlines at thirdgeneration synchrotron sources, which aims at high redundancy,
the specific radiation damage of the type that we report is very
likely to occur (31). Following the trends in Figs. 1 and 2, it is
clear that each data set represents the average of a temporal
ensemble, which might require extrapolation to zero time. We
observed earlier a broken disulfide bond (Cys-254–Cys-265) in
TcAChE using a data set that was collected on a secondgeneration source wiggler beamline (NSLS-X25 at Brookhaven
National Laboratory). The Protein Data Bank (33) may contain
a substantial number of structures (see e.g., refs. 34 and 35) with
broken disulfide bonds: it would be useful if validation programs
could help to clarify whether these structures had been affected
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by radiation damage. Obviously, these programs would benefit
from serious investigation of the chemistry and physics underlying radiation damage to protein crystals at powerful synchrotron sources.
The radiation damage we have observed also may explain why
collection of multiwavelength anomalous dispersion (MAD)
data (36) has been problematic at third-generation synchrotron
sources. It is noteworthy that virtually all strong third-generation
undulator MAD beamlines make routine use of attenuators (8).
In some fields of synchrotron-related research, the free radicals generated by the x-rays actually have been used for studying
biological systems in solution (37). For example, folding of an
RNA molecule has been followed on a 10-ms time scale by
monitoring its hydroxyl radical-accessible surface (38). We
anticipate that once the mechanism(s) underlying radiation
damage in single crystal protein crystallography is better understood it should be possible to use the wealth of sequential
information generated as a valuable tool in radiation chemistry
and biology.
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